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This is the ninth volume of â€œTestimonies for the Church,â€• an influential nine-book set of books

from the pen of Ellen G. White. Nearly 5000 pages in all, the entire set contains letters, articles,

sermons, records of visions, and instruction regarding the everyday affairs of life. Specifically

targeted at members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, the Testimonies found their genesis in

1855 when a question arose about how best to circulate Ellen Whiteâ€™s visions. After some

discussion, it was voted that the visions would be distributed in tract form to the entire body of

believers. This method of distribution proved so successful that, by 1864, Mrs. White had produced

ten consecutively numbered pamphlets. These pamphlets contained general counsel to the church

at large. They also contained specific counsel to individuals, since Ellen White realized that the

instruction to one person would help others in similar circumstances. Although the earliest

pamphlets went out of print, in 1883 the church standardized the messagesâ€”which by then had

grown into many more communicationsâ€”into a nine-volume set of Spirit of Prophecy counsels. This

set, which contains spiritual commentary of a general nature along with many letters of intimate

instruction to members of the church during Ellen Whiteâ€™s time, has become a staple of

Adventist literature.
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Sabbath School lessons have further studies on Friday to look stuffs up ...I have down loaded

several of E.G. White books ...They are easy to refer to on the reader ...& much lighter to carry that



way :)

This book is "eye" opening to say the least. Ellen White received several visions from God during

her lifetime. One of which was a vision where she saw tall buildings burning and collapsing (way

before 9/11). All of her books are a "must read" for anyone searching for TRUTH, as her writings are

inspired by the Holy Spirit and follow right along with the Bible.

True, this series of books, Testimones for the Church Vol. 1-9 was primarily written for a small band

of people that grew into one of the largest Protestant churches of our time: 7th-Day Adventist. But

all of the advice that each volume gives is based on sound Bible understanding. Any church,

irrespective of its origin or teachings could/would find much help in dealing with the troubles that

arrise amoung any church congregation. Every type of situation that a church could face is talked

about or advice given on how to deal with. There are 9 volumes to this set, pick any one of them

($.99) read it through, then decide for yourself. If your seeking truth, looking for some answer to

problems in your church, or just looking for some outside advice about your life, then this set is for

you. If your alive and on planet earth I recommend this set to you.

I purchased the Testimonies for God's Last-Day People (Testimonies for The Church vol 1-9

(Genuine Top-grain Leather Black)) from Remnant Publications two months ago. I couldn't be

happier![...]

This is a very good volume. I was disappointed though because the advertising made it seem like

volumes 1-9 were being sold.I will be much more careful next time in purchasing such books

We continue to add to our reading this Volume 9 of the Testimonies. Much truth here that we

appreciate and understand..
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